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» Aux V
- hit, take, wed,

Heterogeneous. WeirdC(M) (have ten (be ting )(be ten) € that it goes into all sorts
of things.= may, could, can,

(9) Transformations Strange that we have2 sets of rules

is Aflix hoppingi Insert # rute

I what to do with this?
The inner core was net spinning.

& Idea didn't survive but still important
* Chomsky That rake for negation trawsformation But a bit strangeconsider semantics

Rule ordering - we do make rules with ander, but does human brain
that way? What does it even mean to have order?

This happens in phondagy, syntax morphology,..

But ordering still gives high tiny for synter theories
Chomsky: That must happenbefore aft hopping271 I S
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The inner care was not spinning.

The inner core

But we can't do

r ) Hopping
ing spin

X
spin ing

spinning

-thing osbornet
along hit place put net

- The ball had wat been kicked, outs the rod.
- The ball had been wat kicked outs the root.

# Rule 40.

Billy comes
But we get Billy -s- n'4 - come

Now we cant hop
Solution: (40) #Af » #do + Af aka
» Billy - do - S-n't -come

~ Af

Billy doesnt come
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support m questions

Do you knowtheir name?
Don't you know their name?

Know you their name?
You do know their name.
You know their паже.

sub-Aux inversion

arrive

they arrive?

they arrive?

) Ta
) do-support

they amrive? morpho-phonemies

know their name

we not know their name

we do of not know their name
do of not we know their name
don' we know their name?

You A know...
Af

You do-of A know...
Yon (To), know..

stressed
* Rule (45)

#Do

New rule: Ta aka
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